
Silent
A peaceful sleep 

for both of you

with Peace System®

Equipped with the new PEACE SYSTEM.
An innovative exhalation port allowing for a quieter and more diffuse air flow.

Peaceful nights

26,3% quieter than Respireo SOFT Nasal 
*acoustic pressure measured in dB(A) in the anecoic 
chamber of the Materiacustica Lab - University of Ferrara.

Excellent diffusion

your partner will have a peaceful sleep, 
thanks to the optimal diffusion of the 
exhalation flow

with Peace System®



Codes  Designation     Size
KM229106  Respireo SOFT Nasal Silent (manufacturer ref. 472365*)      M

KM229107  Respireo SOFT Nasal Silent (manufacturer ref. 472366*)      L

KM227700  Univeo headgear (manufacturer reference  472471**)

KM227800  Respireo SOFT Nasal Cushion (manufacturer reference  472470)   M

KM228700  Respireo SOFT Nasal Cushion (manufacturer reference  472473)   L

The Univeo headgear
is designed to self-locate high on the 
head in order to distribute the support 
and offer a greater stability Light and durable frame

The new generation frame is improved 
for an excellent durability, lightness 
and unobstructed vision

Diffused  and quiet venting 
with Peace System
The new vent port ensures a quieter  flow 
and a more efficient diffusion 

360° rotating elbow 
With a quick release swivel for 
freedom of movements

Ergonomic hooks
Making easy for patients to remove 
the mask and lock it in the same fit

Respireo SOFT cushion 
The new improved version of the 
cushion allows for an even better fit 
at the nasal bridge, and a delicate 
effective seal.

Flexible lateral arms
Auto-adjust to facial width for a 
perfect stability without requiring any 
tension of the headgear

Note: For complete user instructions refer to the User Manual of the device. Find also the fitting guide directly on YouTube to know how to install, adjust and 
clean your Respireo SOFT Nasal Silent.

Fitting guide

 1    Align the two triangles 
and clipse the cushion 
on the frame. 

Tips: The two lines 
under the cushion and 
frame should also be 
lined up.

2      Position the mask 
on the face (upper part 
of the cushion at 2/3 of 
the nose) while pulling 
the headgear over the 
head.

3     Loop the lower 
straps of the headgear 
into the hooks.

4      Adjust the settings of 
the headgear from top to 
down (1, 2 then 3).

Tips: Ensure to not tight 
too much the headgear.

5      Make final adjust-
ment while lying down. 
Softly rise the cushion 
until it naturally sits on 
the bridge of the nose. If 
needed,  gently release/
tighten the headgear 
settings.
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Please read the user manual.
(*) Medical device class IIa  0051. (**) Medical device class I 

Manufactured by Air Liquide Medical Systems S.r.l.
Distributed by Air Liquide Medical Systems SA.


